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When I wrote last year’s letter for this report I never dreamed we would have endured another year struggling
through the effects of Covid on our programming and families, but here we are…

The situation is certainly improving and the kids (and staff!) were thrilled to be able to have in-person
programming over summer with some safety precautions in place such as smaller cohorts and mask-wearing.
Hopefully, this will continue into the new school year and we will be able to run almost usual
programming.

We were confident enough that this would happen to hold tryouts that resulted in us accepting our largest
ever group of new students that make up half of our Team B…all brand new to squash but a terrific bunch of
kids. So we are now back up to our maximum number of 30 full-time students plus 11 students at college and
4 college graduates!

I am so proud that we were able to maintain the pivot our programming took almost two years ago not only to
keep on mission of “helping set our students up to succeed in life” but also providing truly critical support to
their families too in these difficult times. We expanded beyond providing squash and fitness instruction,
schoolwork tutoring, and general mentoring, and continued advising on health and safety issues,
unemployment filings, legal resources, mental health, new local and state laws and guidance, places to find
free food, and more. Our Program Director and I joked that our job descriptions were thrown out and we
became social workers, but in reality it showed how many of our sister nonprofits who deal with these issues
on a large scale are so important to our community, and we were proud to partner with them.

Despite the challenges we faced we generated a financial surplus, thanks in a large part to a successful Wine 
 & Chocolate Tasting virtual event and some generous existing donors doubling down on their committed
support to replace those who were unable to contribute this year.

We continued our 100% high school graduation record with our four seniors – Patty Claudio, Ivett Lazaro,
Melisa Arrellano, and Christian Hernandez - heading off to various colleges and universities (see inside this
report). This meant that SBSOS students have now received over $4 million in private school and college
grants and financial aid!

And we now have another college graduate – Zaira Paredes (USC Class of 2021) - who will be staying in Santa
Barbara to work at Laguna Blanca School while she considers how to make the best use of her degree in
Stage & Theatre Management when that industry recovers.

I was a founding Board Member of SBSOS 15 years ago and have been Executive Director for over 7 years
now. Every year I love my job more and more. I am so proud of how far we have come and what we do, and it’s
heart-warming to hear so many students, both past and current, continually refer to SBSOS as their “second
family”. If you have not watched our 2021 “I Love SBSOS” video please look for it on our website. Every time I
watch it I have a goofy smile on my face for the full 5 minutes.

Thank you for your support, please continue it through these difficult times if you can, please help us continue
to grow, and enjoy reading about the last year in the following pages…

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Robert Graham
Executive Director
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Santa Barbara School of Squash (SBSOS) was founded in 2006 by a small group of Santa Barbara
area squash players who recognized the need for expanding youth enrichment opportunities
through academics and sport for low-income students committed to self-improvement. SBSOS

is based on a "squash and education” model operating successfully in other areas of the country,
overseen by the Squash & Education Alliance (SEA). 

From humble beginnings with 6 students and an annual budget of $12K, SBSOS now serves 30+
students from 11 Santa Barbara, Goleta, and Carpinteria schools, supports 11 students in college
and 4 college graduates, and has an annual budget of over $250K. We monitor student
attendance, grades, behavior, and fitness to document our success. Academic and behavioral
progress is tracked through report cards, attendance records, interviews, in-home meetings with

parents, and discussions with teachers. 

Squash skills and fitness are also assessed regularly. Two of our students won their divisions (BU17

& BU13) at the SEA National Squash Championships in 2013 and another the BU19s in 2018 -
amazing achievements - but the accomplishment that we are most proud of is that we have
helped 19 students become the first members of their family to go to college, and 21 students
receive scholarships to local private schools (Laguna Blanca, Crane, and Garden Street Academy),
with a combined total of over $4 million in grants and financial aid.
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To help underserved students succeed in life through squash and education.

MISSION



SBSOS is a year-round sports and education program serving

committed Santa Barbara youth (5th-12th grade) who qualify for the

National School Lunch Program. SBSOS pillars include squash,

academic tutoring, community service, enrichment opportunities,

and mentoring. We operate after school, on weekends, and during

holidays. By using squash as a motivator, we guide students to realize

their academic, athletic, and personal potential. Our goal is for each

student to graduate from high school prepared for their next step:

college or to launch a career. We stay in contact with graduates as they

work toward their post-high school goals, and offer guidance and

support through age 25. We are closely involved with each student and

their families on many levels, and describe the program as “an inch
wide but a mile deep”. 

ABOUT SBSOS
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16 girls and 11 boys enrolled in program

38 total students and alumni served all year

11 college students

22 students returned from the prior year

100% of our students qualify for the federal free lunch program

427,000 dollars in financial aid for college and independent schools

4 high school graduates

1 college graduate

1258 combined hours of activities and squash played

1876 combined hours of academics and enrichment

386 total volunteer hours

212 one-on-one tutoring hours received by students

SBSOS Team
27 students
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2020

2021
PROGRAM 
IMPACT
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SBSOS is a part of the greater Squash and Education Alliance (SEA) consisting of
20 member programs and 5 international affiliates spanning the globe. SEA’s
mission is to lead, launch, and strengthen youth programs that enable and
empower students from under-resourced communities to access and succeed in
quality educational, athletic, and career opportunities. SEA achieves their mission,
through focusing on three primary areas — growth, program quality, and student
and alumni opportunities. SBSOS goes beyond SEA's guidance to create unique
programming tailored to its students and provides various opportunities for them
to grow in all areas. 
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22 SBSOS high school graduates

100 percent of SBSOS students graduate from
high school and enroll in post-secondary schools

1 SBSOS high school graduate
played on Bates College Varsity
Men's Squash Team

1 SBSOS alum working at
program

4 million dollars in private
school, college scholarships and
financial aid won by SBSOS
students
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2,500+ young people in elementary school through

college supported by SEA member programs and
international affiliates

2,019 elementary, middle, and high school students

across the U.S. enrolled in SEA programs

1,240 SEA high school graduates

94 percent of students who stay in SEA member

programs graduate high school and enroll in post-
secondary schools

25 million dollars in college

scholarships won by students
from SEA member programs

27 alumni from SEA network

work at SEA member programs

today

20 million dollars invested in

SEA network students annually

195 high school graduates from

our programs have played on
college squash teams

*SEA data from SEA website

Every year, SEA's network connects students from
around the country with opportunities to attend 3
summer camps at 2 universities and 1 private school

as well as participate in 2 national tournaments.

36 percent of high school graduates in SEA network

attend U.S News & Report top 100 colleges and

universities, 25 percent attend top 50 colleges and

universities, and 10 percent attend colleges and

universities in the top 25

SEA & SBSOS

BY THE NUMBERS
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CLASS 

OF 2021

"My experience with SBSOS all these years has
been a truly special one. Most of the childhood
memories I have were made while I was at a
SBSOS session. I have made friendships that will
last a lifetime. This program is truly such a blessing
in our community. 

"Being at SBSOS was a safe place where I could go
to get help with homework, talk to a trusted adult,
and overall a place where I can be my genuine self.
While in the program I have done things that I
never thought I could do. I have participated in the
Citizenship Tour where I talked to prominent
political figures, I've gone rock climbing, and been
camping on beach shorelines. 

"Looking back on these memories that I have
made I have realized that I would not be where I
am without this program. I might not be attending
a four-year university, the encouragement and
countless hours of tutoring they have dedicated to
me. The SBSOS program has been a big blessing
and I'm extremely grateful to all of the volunteers
and the people that helped the program run."

Melisa Arellano
San Marcos High School

Patty Claudio
Alta Vista Alternative High School

"SBSOS is a community that has helped many of
us grow in many ways. Personally, it has helped me
grow mentally, physically, and academically. 

"I first learned about squash thanks to my older
brothers who were in the program. I was
fascinated by the sport itself and once I was able
to join the program my fascination soon became
admiration. When I joined I was in disbelief by the
community SBSOS has created. I feel very
connected to the SBSOS community considering
the bonds and memories we have all created as
well as the endless support from everyone.

"My confidence has increased so much throughout
the years with the support from my peers and
mentors who have spent countless hours helping
me however they could. As my confidence grew I
was then able to believe in myself as others in
SBSOS have done. Which has helped me reach for
my goals and get to where I am today. 

"I am so grateful to have been a part of an amazing
program such as SBSOS. I have received so much
from SBSOS and I can’t wait for others to
experience the magic of SBSOS." 
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"The Santa Barbara School of Squash to me has
been the best thing in my life. They have taught
the most important things to know in life. They
have been a huge help to me ever since I’ve been
in sixth grade. They have helped my family out
with my education. I'm lucky to be blessed and
honored to be part of this wonderful and amazing
program that I will always cherish with me. If I had
a chance to do it all over again, I would totally, a
hundred percent do it all over. Santa Barbara
School of Squash is a life changer for anyone who
takes the chance to join and give their all. 

"Not a lot of people know the sport squash. I was
one of them and I honestly had the most fun
learning and putting everything on the court. The
tournaments that we would go on are one of the
most memorable moments in your life. 

"The thing about Santa Barbara School of Squash
is that everyone in the program treats each other
like we are family. They will always have your back
all the time. It’s honestly a blessing to have been
part of something that was more than a program,
something that I call family."

Christian Hernandez
Santa Barbara High School
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"I could say a lot about SBSOS, but the most
important thing I can say is that it has become an
essential part of my life, and I can proudly say that
these people have become my family. I was timid
when I first came to SBSOS eight years ago, and I
never sought help. Looking back, I see an entirely
different person now than I did then. Because of
SBSOS, I've evolved into a more outgoing, friendly,
and helpful individual. 

"I went in knowing nothing about squash at first,
but I was excited to try something new. I would
never have imagined myself participating in such
an unknown sport that I would end up loving.
Squash is now a sport I genuinely love and plan to
continue playing throughout my life. SBSOS has
not only provided me with incredible
opportunities, but they have also consistently
provided me with solid guidance. With their advice
and encouragement, I entered Mission Scholars,
and I am now at California State University,
Northridge studying Biology in hopes of becoming
a Veterinarian."

Ivett Lazaro
San Marcos High School



Christian Hernandez
Santa Barbara City College

Ivett Lazaro
Cal-State Northridge

Melisa Arellano
Cal-Poly Pomona

Patty Claudio
UC Santa Barbara
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COLLEGE BOUND



"Ever since joining SBSOS in 8th grade, my life has not

been the same. Everything I have ever wished and hoped

for for my future has in one way or another come true. For

as long as I can remember, my main goal was to attend

and graduate from a 4-year university. 

"Seven years later,  I am now a University of Southern

California Alumni with a Bachelor in Fine Arts in Theater

Stage Management with a Minor in Business

Administration and I couldn’t be happier. SBSOS not only

gave me the tools to apply and get accepted to my top

sgschoice in colleges, but also continued to support me after graduating from the program in 2017.

During my time at USC, I had the opportunity to intern at a special events production company,

production managed a theater company, volunteered as a first-generation college mentor and

stage managed professional theatrical performances. 

"Now, four months after graduation, I am employed full-time as a Technical Theater Consult and

Spanish Instructor at Laguna Blanca School. I look forward to moving back to Los Angeles next

summer and continuing to explore my technical theater career. I am grateful to SBSOS for their

constant support, their amazing staff and dedicated supporters and volunteers. I would not be

where I am today without you all." 

CLASS 

OF 2021
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SBSOS

FAMILY

12

It has been said, "Be the change you wish to see in the world" and we are doing so one student at

a time. Here at SBSOS we foster a community of local Santa Barbara youth and mentors to

create a home away from home, a second family. We provide them with incredible opportunities

they would not have had if they had never joined our program. Each student is paid close

attention to as we support them in academics, community service, enrichment, and the sport of

squash. 

With the coronavirus pandemic continuing on for well over a year, it disrupted everyone's lives in

one way or another and adversely affected our families. As SBSOS prides itself on being a second

family, we made sure to take care of our own. We went above and beyond our mission of

supporting not only our students, but their families as well through food donations, mental

health resources, and job connections. We are the SBSOS Family.

1 1



SBSOS TRYOUT

Despite having openings, SBSOS did not add any new
students before the beginning of 2020-2021 school year
with the pandemic in mind. To fill the seven open spots

in the program, SBSOS held a tryout over the summer
consisting of getting the potential new students on the

squash court to hit the ball, an essay writing portion,
and a one-on-one interview.
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As the coronavirus pandemic continued on into the 2020-2021 school year, SBSOS
students were unable to get on the squash court until June 2021.  With plenty of
great weather year-round in Santa Barbara, programming was adapted and
taken outdoors to keep the students active and healthy.

The students enjoyed scenic bike rides twice a week; Workout Wednesdays at
Alameda Park or the Courthouse Sunken Gardens with yoga, guest instructor
workouts, and squash exercises; hikes up the beautiful mountains in the area;
and pickleball at the Santa Barbara Municipal Tennis Courts. For many, it was a
rare opportunity for them to get out of their house away from their computer
screens and be with their friends in SBSOS.
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PANDEMIC FITNESS
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ACADEMICS
For the 2020-2021 school year, SBSOS unfortunately had to keep academic programming
virtual until the following summer. Weekly Zoom sessions were held for the students to get
homework help from the dedicated volunteer tutors. The volunteers tutors even provided one-
on-one tutoring sessions for the students and alumni who needed extra support. 

Entering summer programming, the students were able to attend in-person sessions for fun
academic activities. With Academic Director Cassie Fitzgerald stepping down halfway through
summer, SBSOS brought on new Academic Director Carli Cearnal Sims, who seamlessly
transitioned into programming.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Peabody Charter School

 

JR. HIGH SCHOOLS
La Colina Junior. High School

La Cumbre Junior High School

 

HIGH SCHOOLS
Dos Pueblos High School

San Marcos High School

Santa Barbara High School

Alta Vista Alternative High School

Peak Prep Pleasant Valley

 

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
Laguna Blanca School

 

SBSOS Student Schools



SBSOS nurtures partnerships with fellow non-profit organizations to provide extra

academic support for our students. Over the last few years, we have especially

strengthened our ties with Mission Scholars and LoyalTeach to support a greater

number of our students.

"LoyalTeach provides one-on-one tutoring,
guidance, and college counseling that
empowers students of all income levels to
imagine and complete affordable journeys
to their educational goals."
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ACADEMIC PARTNERS

"Mission Scholars uses comprehensive college admissions
guidance, mentorship, and career development training to
help exceptional low-income students reach their full potential
and become a force for change in their communities."

2021 Mission Scholars Cohort

SBSOS 2021 Mission Scholars
Ivett Lazaro and Patty Claudio 

Elias Paredes



Jorge González
7th Grade

Nayeli Peralta
9th Grade

Monica Paredes
9th Grade

Sofi Ramírez
9th Grade

Diego Velázquez
12th Grade

Jesús Delgado
10th Grade

Dania Zamudio
9th Grade

Jesús Arriaga
10th Grade

SBSOS distinguishes itself from other programs with its strong ties to local
independent schools. Entering the 2021-2022 school year, we had eight students
enrolled at Laguna Blanca School on scholarship. We strive to connect our students
with the best possible educational opportunities by nurturing lasting partnerships.

EDUCATIONAL

PARTNERSHIPS
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Arroyo Hondo Preserve tour

Permacolor, Inc. tour SB Channelkeeper boat trip
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ENRICHMENT & ACTIVITIES
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Board Member Peter Martin

Master Woodworker
Victor DiNovi

SB Botanic Garden Tour

Victor DiNovi & Koji Tanaka Woodshop Tour



As one of pillars of the program, the students give back to the
community that gives so much to them. SBSOS supports fellow non-
profit organizations as well as others through different events and
activities throughout the year.
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COMMUNITY 

SERVICE

Neighborhood cleanup with Laura Wyatt, founder of the 
Montecito Trash Mob

SB Channelkeeper beach cleanup 
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Normally, SBSOS participates in community service outings at least once a month, but
was limited due to the pandemic. Over the summer, the students were able to participate
in a couple of projects for the first time in 15 months. In its first outing since the pandemic
began, SBSOS did a beach cleanup with Santa Barbara Channelkeeper with whom
SBSOS has been non-profit partners for well over 10 years. SBSOS is committed to giving
back to the community that supports them in so many ways.

Debrief with Penny Owens, Education & Community Outreach Director
of Santa Barbara Channelkeeper  



VIRTUAL

FUNDRAISER

SBSOS pivoted from their usual in-person
annual fundraiser to a virtual one. The online
event featured a guided wine and chocolate
tasting along with many exclusive items in
the silent auction to support SBSOS and its
programming. The event, which raised over
$35,000 for SBSOS, was produced by Eji

Experiences and Gavin Roy Presents.
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MC Geoff Green and Executive Director Robert Graham

Jessica Foster and Billie Rolla
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Through the silent auction of the fundraiser, Board Member John Burk and wife,

Sue Burk, won an outrigger canoe excursion with a gourmet lunch provided by

Master Woodworker and founding member of the Santa Barbara Outrigger Club,

Victor DiNovi. They invited Board Member Frank Huerta, his wife Daniele, and their

son along with a couple of SBSOS supporters for a trip in the handcrafted canoes

around the Santa Barbara Harbor.



YEAR-END PARTY
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Recognizing the high school seniors

After a year hiatus from gathering in-person, SBSOS and its students,

families, volunteers, staff, board members, and supporters came together

to celebrate the past year's accomplishments. The SBSOS Family

gathered at the Garden Street Academy campus for a potluck

celebration with delicious food and of course, cake.



Jesus Delgado
Community Service & Team A Best Attendance Awards

David Farber
Volunteer of the Year Award

Sofia Vargas
Team B Best Attendance Award

Valentino Martinez
Team A Most Improved Player Award

Sofi Ramirez
Team B MVP & Most Improved Player Awards
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Daniela Elias
Team A MVP Award

SBSOS recognizes the students' and volunteers with annual awards including the inaugural Jesus

A Courage Award given to Jesus Arriaga. Jesus was unable to attend, but he was recognized for

his exemplary courage battling cancer and going through chemotherapy all the while still

dedicating himself to attend SBSOS sessions whenever he could. He attended our Zoom sessions

from his hospital bed on some days as well as attending his online classes at Laguna Blanca. His

steadfastness through it all was inspirational and beyond commendable. Jesus is very much a

part of the SBSOS Family and we supported him unconditionally.



SBSOS is a community based program that relies greatly on the kindness and
generosity of its supporters and especially its volunteers who work closely with the
students on a daily basis. The volunteers assist the students to improve their squash
game and off the court with their academic needs. They also provide invaluable
mentorship to nurture growth into responsible and engaged citizens.

VOLUNTEERS
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D A V I D  F A R B E R

David  has  been  working  with  SBSOS  since  i ts
inception  in  2006 .  He  has  a  bachelor 's  degree  in
Mathematics  from  the  University  of  California ,
Santa  Cruz ,  as  well  as  a  California  teaching
credential  in  Mathematics .  He  is  also  a
retirement  plan  actuary ,  teaching  review
seminars  for  students  studying  for  retirement
plan  actuarial  exams .  In  addition  to  volunteering
with  SBSOS ,  David  also  tutors  adults  through  the
Santa  Barbara  l ibrary 's  adult  learning  program .
David  loves  working  with  the  SBSOS  kids  in
helping  them  through  their  academic  l ives ,  and
watching  them  grow  through  the  years  and
ultimately  attend  college .

D E N N I S  M A R A B L E

Dennis  became  a  Level  2  Professional  Squash
Coach  in  1980  in  England ,  working  primari ly  at
Street  & Cannons  Clubs  in  Bath  and  at  Millf ield
School ,  where  he  was  an  assistant  to  world-
renowned  squash  legend ,  Jonah  Barrington  (8-
t ime  World  Champion ) ,  helping  them  become  the
High  School  National  Champions  in  1988 .  After
moving  to  the  US  he  became  Head  Squash
Professional  at  Santa  Barbara  Athletic  Club  from
1989  to  1992 .  

As  a  player  Dennis  achieved  a  highest  world
ranking  of  169 ,  was  a  semifinalist  in  1986  Brit ish
Open  35+,  won  the  US  National  35+ Championship    
an  unprecedented  f ive  t imes  and  the  US  National
45+ Championship  once .  He  is  also  a  certif ied
referee .  

Dennis  has  been  a  valuable  asset  to  the  SBSOS
squash  program  as  squash  coach  since  2012 ,
claiming ,  “ I  have  taken  a  lot  from  this  sport  that  I
love  to  play  and  teach ,  and  I  am  so  pleased  to
have  the  t ime  to  give  back  to  these  kids . "



B R I A N  S H A F R I T Z

Brian  has  been  helping  with  the  SBSOS  program
since  2015 ,  when  he  retired  from  his  career  in  the
environmental  sciences .  SBSOS  was  a  natural  f it
given  his  interest  in  helping  and  mentoring
children  along  with  his  love  of  racquet  sports .  
 Brian  has  a  Bachelor ’s  of  Science  degree  from
Penn  State  and  a  Master ’s  Degree  in  Engineering
from  University  of  Michigan .  Brian  enjoys  tennis ,
pickleball ,  yoga ,  art ,  and  chess .  Brian ’s  squash
game  continues  to  evolve ,  but  more  importantly
he  is  committed  to  the  goals  of  SBSOS  and  the
continued  development  of  the  students .
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K I R A N  V A S U D E V A N
Kiran  started  volunteering  as  an  academic  tutor
in  the  fal l  of  2020 ,  helping  the  students  with
French  and  other  subjects .  She  obtained  dual
bachelor 's  and  master 's  degrees  in  chemical
engineering  in  2016  from  Drexel  University ,
where  she  played  Division  1  squash  as  well .  She
loves  watching  the  SBSOS  kids  excel  at  school
and  push  themselves  on  courts .  In  her  free  t ime ,
Kiran  enjoys  swimming  and  hiking .



Westside Neighborhood Center

PARTNERS
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Koji Tanaka
Program Director

Robert Graham 
Executive Director

Miguel Nava
Squash Coach

Cassie FitzGerald
Academic Director

June '19 - July '21

Carli Cearnal Sims
Academic Director

Peter Nicol

Geoff Grant

Dirk Reynolds

Mike LewisMimi Munson

Jason Jewell

STAFF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Brendan Searls, President
John Dewis, Secretary
Nathan Moyer, Treasurer
Terry Eagle
George Witter
John Burk, DMD
Jacqueline Duran
Frank Huerta
Ashley Nichols Blevins
Sarah Sundquist
Peter Martin
John Chilcott
Hayden Felice
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Robert Bartlein
Don Fuhrer
Geoff Grant

Peter Hilf
Patricia MacFarlane

Shereef Moharram
Thomas Parker

Nicola Selley
Glenn Miller, M.D.

John Stegall
Arthur Munoz

Glenn Mah
Daryl Stegall

Mimi Munson
Nori Burk Francis

Jason Jewell
Peter Nicol, MBE

Mike Lewis
Dirk Reynolds

ADVISORY BOARD



Legends
$150,000+

MacDonald Family Foundation

Founders
$50,000+

Anonymous 1
Hutton Parker Foundation
Geoff & Annette Grant
Anonymous 2
Volentine Family Foundation
Jonathan & Christina Siegel
Towbes Foundation
John & Sue Burk
Frank & Daniele Huerta
Raintree Foundation
LA84 Foundation

Angels
$25,000+

George Witter & Laurie Hannah
Williams-Corbett Foundation
Andy & Katie Chorlton
Purdy Jordan
Mentor Worldwide LLC
Travis & Amanda Twining
Bob & Judy Bartlein
Jerry & Joan Rocco
Glenn Miller, MD
Change Happens Foundation
Andrew Ball

Benefactors
$10,000+

Squash & Education Alliance
Annenberg Foundation
The Charitable Foundation
Santa Barbara Foundation
Barrie Peters
Geof & Laura Wyatt
La Arcada Investment   
      Corporation

John & Daryl Stegall
Terry & Sally Eagle
Herbert & Gertrude Latkin
      Foundation
Weingart Foundation
Kevin Brine
Gary Owen
Julia & JB Rodgers
Tremper & Alice Longman
Christopher Lancashire
Bob & Betsy Manger
Josh & Patricia Connor
Justin Gmelich
Bill Gould
Kevin Yardi

Patrons
$5,000+

Ashley Nichols Blevins
Don & Susan Fuhrer
Tom & Amelia Mullaney
Schroder Investment

Management NA
Phil & Lee Skeen
Greene Family Foundation
James S. Bower Foundation
Chip Chandler
Mosher Foundation
Brittingham Family Foundation
Nuveen Investment Holdings
Sarah & Thomas Lemaire
John Thyne
Vicki & Richard Holgate
Rabobank
Chip Seigel
Anonymous Donors (various)
B & B Foundation
Rick Haswell
Julian & Charity Walton Masters
John Dewis
George & Judy Writer
Roger & Gretchen Avary
Deckers Outdoor Corporation
Banc of California
Mara W. Breech Foundation
Hugh E. & Marjorie S. Petersen 
      Foundation
Warren & Heather Suh

Friends
$2,500+

Nicola Selley
Jacqueline & Alex Duran
Jeremy & Karina Schweitzer
Cliff & Crystal Wyatt
Jason Jewell
Anne Vaughan
Sarah Sundquist
Maryan Schall
Mark & Katie Shevitz
John & Julie Williams
      Teacher’s Fund
Justin & Cheryl Bosio
Network For Good
UCSB Community 
      Volunteer Foundation
Agnes B. Kline Memorial 
      Foundation
Brian & Deborah Shafritz
Colin & Brenda 
      Weatherhead
Benevity Community 
      Impact Fund
David Pintard
David Farber
Gil Garcia & Marti Correa
Joseph & Frances Adams
Alice O'Connor
Rob Ramey
The Center Foundation, Inc.
CKE
Cox Communications
Ruth Farber
Casey Gosnell
Richard Torin

Partners
$1,000+

Bill Gadsby
Josh Stichter
Michael & Betsy Lewis
Jeff & Meichelle Lipshitz
Joel Ohlgren & Nancy Even
Marjorie Gies
Santa Barbara Athletic Club

HONOR ROLL OF CUMULATIVE GIVING

2006-2021*
*THROUGH AUGUST 31,  2021
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John Dixon
Nori Francis
Javier Rivera
Sheena Link
SB/Puerto Vallarta Sister 
      City Committee
Community West Bank
Epic Wines & Spirits
True Organic Products, Inc.
Charles Balducci
Shikai Dai & Qiao Zhang
Joanne Elliott
Bain Capital Children's 
      Charity Ltd.
Glenn Mah
First Picks Holdings
Management
Zheng Na
Kevin O'Connor
Kathy Scroggs
Eiki & Jenny Tanaka
Los Angeles Athletic Club

Supporters
$500+

Patrick Corrigan
Andrew Cavanaugh
Dan Encell
Matt Hall
Charles & Hilary Parkhurst
Suzan Anderson
Christopher Herbert
Jay Beckerman
Marc Cutter
Adam Pearlman
Manoj Cooray
Mike & Cindy Feinberg
Rotary Club of SB North
William & Jacquelyn Crew
Amy Margerum Berg
Peter Susi
Rhys Williams
Tom Fuhrmann
Rosalind Fendon
Robert & Nikki Ayers
ROI Capital Management
James Witter

Alan & Cheryl Fox
Dennis Marable & June Parr
Sandra Dellanina
Mimi Munson
Dale & Mary Turley
Nate & Erica Moyer
Diane Huerta
Elliot Prager
Ashish Bhutani
David Doires
Andrew & Kendra Feshbach
Kim Richards
William & Cindy Simon
SB Action Pro
Peter Liou
Meryll Lynch
Patrick & Esther McKinley
Gretchen Hewlett
City of Santa Barbara
Tom Harris
Citrix Systems, Inc.
Hewlett Packard
SoCal Squash
Bob & Patty Bryant
Ken Grand
Jake & Jamie Lewis
Liz Hurley & Jan Lofvander
John & Phyllis Vasellina
Power of Your Om
Katy Graham
Dirk & Kat Reynolds
Wayne Jewell
Errol Jahnke
Lu Tian
Richard Banks
Robert & Victoria Loop
Mark Lemm & Kathryn
      Whiston-Lemm
Dave Mochalski
May Loring Vaughan
Robert Graham
Chad & Jill Chase
Mary Auchincloss-Del Bonis, 
      CPA
Richard Holgate
Karen Lyons
Francois DeJohn
Thomas John
Bill & Nancy Coglizer

Mary Anne Weiss
Mad Fitness SB
Tashia Hinchliffe
Tom Johnson
Christy Miele
Jon & Kelly Samuels
Rich & Susan Ayling
Louisa Cooper
Alex Fuhrer
Shereef Moharram
OV & Karen Mora
Jeremy Stone
Walter Hamilton
Tim & Monica Babich
Jim Fabio
Matt Fossati
Richard Gilman
Ramy Moharram
Guy Rivera
Scott & Lesley Wiscomb
Alastair Winn
Ana Sofia DeVaney
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Reliant Energy
Bank of America
Drummond Bell
Fleur Bresler
Raleigh Clemens
Scott & Leslie Deardorff
Patsy Dorsey
Tom Deardorff
Randy & Nancy Flamm
The Hawkins Foundation
Tamara Hendricks
Anita Komlos
Kevin Kalajan
Claudia Korman
David McKenzie
Barbara Margerum
Michael & Elizabeth Noling
Cas Stimson
Connie Swanson
Ken & Pat Thompson
Richard Welch
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$20,000+
Anonymous 1
LA84 Foundation

$10,000+
Hutton Parker Foundation
Frank & Daniele Huerta
John & Sue Burk
Raintree Foundation

$5,000+
Geof & Laura Wyatt
Santa Barbara Foundation 
Towbes Foundation 
Purdy Jordan
Barrie Peters
Jerry & Joan Rocco
Greene Family Foundation 
Herbert & Gertrude Latkin Foundation 
Mara W. Breech Foundation 
Mosher Foundation 
The Charitable Foundation 

$2,500+
Lynne Tahmisian
Kevin Brine
Tremper & Alice Longman
Julia & JB Rodgers
Anonymous 2 
Sarah Sundquist
Gil & Marti Garcia
Andy & Katie Chorlton

$1,000+
Jacqueline & Alex Duran
Bob & Judy Bartlein
David Farber
George & Laurie Witter
Cliff & Crystal Wyatt
Nate Moyer
Sarah Lemaire
Jeremy & Karina Schweitzer

Vicki & Richard Holgate
Errol Jahnke
Thomas John
Jacqueline & Alex Duran
Bob & Betsy Manger
Brian & Deborah Shafritz
Chip Chandler
Glenn Miller, MD
True Organic Products, Inc. 
Warren & Heather Suh

$500+

Sheena Link
Phil & Lee Skeen
Mark Shevitz
Christopher & Hitomi Herbert
Diane Huerta
Gretchen Hewlett
Mary Anne Weiss
Nikki & Robert Ayers
Jeff & Meichelle Lipshitz
Lu Tian
Nicola Selley
Benevity Community Impact Fund 
Ana Sofia DeVaney
Agnes B. Kline Memorial Foundation 
Anne Vaughan
Barbara Margerum
Chip Seigel
Connie Swanson
Fleur Bresler
John Thyne
Ken & Pat Thompson
Mark Lemm
Raleigh Clemens
Rob Ramey
Sandra Dellanina
The Center Foundation, Inc. 
Travis & Amanda Twining

FISCAL YEAR DONORS

2020-2021
SEPTEMBER 1 ,  2020 - AUGUST 31,  2021
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In-Kind Donors:

Businesses:

SWELL Santa Barbara Athletic Club
Santa Barbara YMCA
Louise Lowry Davis Center
Westside Neighborhood Center
Zwarm Intelligence
Foodbank of Santa Barbara County
MacFarlane, Faletti, & Co. LLP
Accountability Plus
Mizza Artisan Café
Viva Modern Mexican Restaurant
CompuVision
Tri-County Produce
Granada Theatre - Jurkowitz Center
Lobero Theatre Foundation
Santa Barbara Festival Ballet
Harrow Sports
Santa Barbara Zoo
Terra Bella Ranches, LLC

Individuals:

Gail Anikouchine, CPA
Debbie Brown
John & Patty MacFarlane
Glenn Miller, MD
JB & Julia Rodgers
Ernesto Gutierrez
Liliana Lau
John & Sue Burk
Dennis Marable
Arnie & Denese Berman
Don Fuhrer
Veronika Libao
Frank & Daniele Huerta
Koji Tanaka
Lindsay Zulick
Coco LaForge
Victor DiNovi
Paul Roberts
David Farber
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If you remember SBSOS in your will or revocable trust, you will

leave a legacy that will continue our work far into the future. 

You can include us in your estate plans by:
• Including SBSOS in your will or living trust

• Designating SBSOS as a beneficiary of your retirement or pension plan
• Designate SBSOS as a beneficiary of your life insurance policy

1530 Chapala St. Suite F, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
E-mail: robert@sbsos.org
Facebook.com/SantaBarbaraSchoolofSquash
Instagram: sb_school_of_squash
www.sbsos.org


